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Government Regulation of the Kyrgyz Republic 

“On Amendments  and Additions in certain decisions of 

Government of the Kyrgyz Republic”. 

In the execution of article 2 of the Law of the Kyrgyz Republic “On Amendments 

and Additions to the Law of the Kyrgyz Republic ”On Firm-Name” the 

Government of the Kyrgyz Republic provides: 

1. To bring in to Government Regulation of the Kyrgyz Republic "On  

order of use of Trademarks, Service Marks, Appellations of  Origin and Firm-

Names in quality of the address in the Internet network of January 31, 2007 No. 26 

the following changes: 

- in the name on a state language of the words "фирмалык aталыштарда 

"Internet" түйүнүндө дарек катарында пайдалануунун" to replace with words 

"фирмалык аталыштарда "Internet" түйүнүндө дарек катары колдонуу"; 

- as use of Trademarks, Service Marks, Appellations of Origin and Firm-Names in  

the quality of the address in the Internet network approved by the above resolution: 

- in the name on a state language of the words "фирмалык aталыштарда 

"Internet" түйүнүндө дарек катарында пайдалануунун" to replace with words 

"фирмалык аталыштарда "Internet" түйүнүндө дарек катары колдонуу"; in 

applicable cases. 

2. To bring in Rules of giving of objections, statements and them considerations in 

Appeal board under the State service of intellectual property of the Kyrgyz 

Republic, approved by  Regulation of Provisional Government of the Kyrgyz 

Republic from 9 July, 2010 No. 117 following changes:  

 subparagraph 13) point 3 to exclude;  

 in point 35 of the word "from the date of decision-making" to replace with words  

"from the decision date of receipt". 

3. To bring in Rules of drawing up, giving and consideration of the application on  

registration of  Firm-Name, approved by Governments Regulation of the Kyrgyz 

Republic of November 29, 2011 No. 746 following changes and additions:  

 in point 2:  

 words "in State service of intellectual property of the Kyrgyz Republic" to replace 

with words "in the representative state structure in the field of intellectual property 

(Kyrgyzpatent)"; 

 in paragraph 2 of words “ State service of intellectual property of the Kyrgyz 

Republic” to replace with words “in Kyrgyzpatent”; 

in point 3 of the word “in authorized state structure in the field of intellectual 

property ( Kyrgyzpatent)” to replace with word “ in Kyrgyzpatent”; 

 point 5 recount in the following edition: 

"5. Aren't subject to registration as Firm- Names designations:  



- coinciding with a surname well- known in the Kyrgyz Republic  

persons, without its consent or its successors;  

- coinciding with names of well-known non-profit organizations  

or similar to them to extent of mixture; 

-coinciding with registered or presented on registration to Kyrgyzpatent  Firm-

Names or similar with them to extent of mixture for identical or similar types  

activity; 

-coinciding - mixtures, coincident or similar to degree, with verbal or  

the combined Trademarks (Service Marks), well-known Trademarks, Appellations 

of Origins, protected in the territory of the  Kyrgyz Republics, concerning identical 

or similar types activity; 

-coinciding with names of States, international organizations (abbreviation or full 

names) or identical extent of mixture; 

-misleading the consumer concerning the owner the protected object of Industrial 

Designs, its location (addresses), character and a kind of activity, identity or 

similarity with Firm-Names, Trademarks and Service Marks; 

- the humanities contradicting norms of morals, the principles and  

to interests of society. Appeals belong to such names  

anti-humane character, offending human dignity,  

religious feelings, obscene words.";  

 in point 7: 

paragraph 4 is to exclude; 

in text on state language: 

point 7 recount in the following edition: 

“7 өтүнмө төмөнкүлөрдү камтууга тийиш: 

-өтүнмө ээсин, ошондой эле анын турган жерин көрсөтүү менен, фирмалык 

аталышты каттоого арызын; 

-сунуш кылган фирмалык аталышын жана анын сыпаттамасын. 

Тастыктоо болуп статистикалык каттоо картасынын көчүрмөсу эсептелет.”; 

Point 8: 

to add new paragraph with the following content: 

"-the document confirming a kind of activity of the legal  

persons";  

 in the paragraph fourth ambassador of words "copy of the statistical  

registration card;" to add with words "or confirming  

document of statistical committee;";  

 in point 19: 

-paragraph 4 is to exclude; 

In point 24: 

-paragraph 3 is to exclude; 

In point 28: 

-in paragraph 3 of word “single” is to exclude; 

In point 31: 

-words of  “point 5-14” is to exclude; 

-paragraph 3 is to exclude. 



In point 32: 

In paragraph 4 of words “from the date  of making decision” replace with words 

“from the date of decision receipt”. 

4. The present regulation  comes into force from the date of official publication. 

 

Prime  - minister Zh. Satybaldiyev. 


